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ABSTRACT Medical images can be constructed in two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) view
imaging to be applied in disease detection and diagnosis inside the body, such as cancer/tumor, heart, or
lung-related diseases. These imagesmay contain patients’ privacy information and clinical diagnosis records.
Hence, these images need to ensure authorization demands among hospitals, medical service organizations,
or physicians in a picture archiving and communication system. This study presents an intelligent symmetric
cryptography with a chaotic map and quantum-based key generator (KG) for medical image encryption and
decryption. Overall scheme processes include (1) random cipher code generation, (2) training gray relational
analysis (GRA)-based encryptor and decryptor, and (3) decrypted image evaluation. The hybrid chaotic map
and quantum-based KG are used to increase the chaotic complexity and unpredictable levels to produce
cipher codes for changing pixel values (substitution method) in a 2D image by 256 key-space cipher codes.
The first and second GRA models are used to train the cipher codes to achieve an encryptor and a decryptor,
respectively. Through the methodology validation using a chest X-ray database, the structural similarity
index measurement is employed to evaluate the decryption quality between the plain image and decrypted
image. The encrypted images show a visual uncorrelation with the plain images, and experimental results
indicate higher confidences against the passive eavesdropper.

INDEX TERMS Medical image, picture archiving and communication system, chaotic map and
quantum-based key generator, gray relational analysis, structural similarity index measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION
Digital medical images are widely used multimedia or
video data for human diagnostic and treatment applications
in digital health, including X-ray radiography, ultrasono-
graphy/elastography, endoscopy, photoacoustic imaging, and
magnetic resonance imaging.Medical images can help physi-
cians promote accurate diagnoses andmake appropriate treat-
ment decisions for achieving the accuracy level in digital
health. In medical imaging purposes, X-ray and ultrasound
are first-line examination techniques used to identify patho-
logical changes in human organs, such as lung-related dis-
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eases and possible types of cancers. X-ray images constitute
the largest percentage inmedical images. Digital Imaging and
Communication in Medicine (DICOM) [1] is a standard to
exchange medical images and their information in the hos-
pital’s picture archiving and communication system (PACS),
which is used in querying, storing, printing, and transmit-
ting information in imaging. Therefore, digital images can
be generated by different medical devices and can also be
integrated into the PACS [2], [3]. Each DICOM file contains
patient profiles (privacy information and clinical diagnosis
records), origin site, and image attribute (pixel size) [4].
These digital images can be archived in an image database
or shared among hospitals, medical service organizations,
or physicians. In addition, telemedicine and e-health can
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transmit these medical messages via wireless communication
for applications in remote diagnosis [5]. However, in open
space / public communication channels (wireless / wired
communication), medical images may be stolen or tampered
by passive hacker and active hacker attacks. To ensure data
confidentiality, data integrity, and data availability for infor-
mation communication, this study proposes an intelligent
symmetric cryptography for the infosecurity of digital medi-
cal images in a PACS.

In recent years, some studies [6]–[14] have been devel-
oped for medical signal and image cryptographic applications
using chaotic maps, including sine/cosine-power maps, circle
maps, tent maps, and logistic maps. Chaos-based pseudo-
random numbers are generated by a one-dimensional (1D)
chaotic map or a multi-dimensional (2D or 3D) chaotic
system with the initial condition and control parameters
in specific chaotic ranges, which have promising random-
ness properties and security levels. With a bifurcation dia-
gram, the Lyapunov exponent (LE) function can be used to
find the adequate ranges. In the literature [9], [10], [12],
to promote the randomness property, the sine-/cosine-power
chaotic map (SPCM / CPCM) and logistic map have been
combined to increase the randomness, non-periodicity, and
complexity levels for applications in chaotic encryption and
pseudorandom number generators. Image encryption tech-
niques include: (1) the permutation method or rearranging
numerical or pixel positions and (2) substitution method or
changing numerical or pixel values [14]–[20], which have
secret keys in the symmetric cryptography protocol against
active hacker or passive hacker attacks. Both methods use
different cryptography models for static and dynamic images
(gray-scale images or color images) or optics communication.
The permutation method uses chaotic sequences or matrix
transformation to change the positions of pixel values from
plain images, such as chaotic map, chaotification system,
and Arnold transformation (AT). The permutation method
has promising performance to recover decrypted images with
slight loss. The multi-dimensional chaotic system can gen-
erate pseudorandom key sequences to change pixel positions
and values for ensuring communication security. However,
multi-dimensional chaotic schemes increase computational
complexity and prolong computational time. In addition, sta-
tistical analysis without changing the pixel values, such as the
use of the AT method with fixed secret keys, can threaten the
security level. In the substitution strategy, traditional meth-
ods, such as shift cipher, affine cipher, exclusive (XOR), Hill
cipher, Playfair cipher, and hash function methods, may be
easily broken by brute force or statistical attack. Hence, they
can combine a multi-round cryptography protocol to improve
security level [13]. The substitution method can also use
chaotic sequences to change the pixel values of plain images.
Compared with the permutation strategy, the substitution
method has higher security level, however its encryption
effect is weaker [21].

Using a single 1D chaotic map to encrypt images causes
small key space and low security level. In some models, per-

turbed chaotic maps with noise sources can also increase the
complexity levels and chaotic ranges. However, the additional
noise source has drawbacks in the computational cost and
constrained cycle length [22], [23]. In addition, the chaotic
map system can be implemented in a continuous chaotic
system (CCS) or a discrete chaotic system (DCS). The CCS
is modeled using ordinary differential equations and is sim-
ulated on an analog circuit to deal with analog input signals.
However, its technique is not suitable in the cryptographic
purposes and is unstable. TheDCS can easily be implemented
using difference equations and iteration computations and
can be widely used in wireless and computer communica-
tion. However, the dynamical degradation and short length
of chaotic trajectories are major concerns in pseudorandom
number generations [9], [24], [25]. Hence, in this study, a
hybrid of 1D SPCM/CPCM and 1D logistic map is used
to enhance the chaotic complexity and expand large chaotic
ranges for increasing the key space for selecting pseudo-
random keys. Hence, a 256-long key space is designed to
randomly select from the specific chaotic sequences.

In quantum measurement, quantum indeterminacy can be
estimated by a probability distribution, which is uniquely
determined by system states. Quantum mechanics can
be used to calculate the probability distribution, such as
projection-valued measurement and Hilbert space formu-
lation [26]. A single photon with polarization directions,
i.e., 0◦, + 90◦, +45◦, and −45◦, can be encoded in non-
orthogonal quantum states, which cannot be easily read or
copied by an eavesdropper [27], [28] in a transmission chan-
nel. Moreover, the eavesdropper cannot gain partial informa-
tion from the quantum-based encrypted messages. Quantum
coding has been applied in public key cryptography and
has an advantage in the secure distribution of random key
information against passive eavesdropper. Hence, a quantum-
based key generator (KG) is designed by suing the Bell state
measurement. With the quantum superposition principle, the
normalized linear combination of two states is used to pro-
duce quantum pseudorandom numbers [29]–[32] for setting
unpredictable cipher codes.

With the combined chaotic map and quantum-based
KG, pseudorandom numbers are produced [32]–[34], and
non-repeat and non-order 256 cipher codes are randomly
selected as the key-space of size 256. These cipher codes can
be used to train an image encryptor and an image decryptor
using two gray relational analysis (GRA) models [35]–[37]
as two pairs of training data: (1) the ordered sequence num-
bers (OSNs) (0–255) referring to the non-OSNs for image
encryptions and (2) the non-OSNs referring to the OSNs
(0–255) for image decryptions. In this study, the GRA-based
multilayer model consisting of an input layer, a compari-
son layer, a radial Bayesian network (RBN), and an output
layer was used to establish a nonlinear mapping scheme
to change the medical images’ pixel values (substitution
method) in the image encryption and decryption processes,
which can modify the pixel values in an entire image by
256 key-space cipher codes. For a regular cipher code update,
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GRA can rapidly retrain new cipher codes and overcome
the shortcoming of permutation or substitution methods with
fixed secret keys. Through a methodology validation with
the Nation Institutes of Health (NIH) Clinical Center (USA)
X-ray database [38], [39], for 100 chest X-ray images, the
structural similarity index measurement (SSIM) [40-42] was
used to evaluate the decrypted performances of the proposed
intelligent symmetric cryptographic method. Experimental
results indicate that with SSIM ≥ 0.95, we can obtain reli-
able and lossless decrypted medical images that can be used
for further lung disease diagnostic applications. In addition,
encrypted images may suffer hacker attacks and slightly
differ from the image. Hence, the differential analysis with
hacker attacks can be evaluated by the number of pixel chang-
ing rate (NPCR) and unified averaged changed intensity
(UACI) [1], [43], [44], which are used to test the number of
changing pixels and number of averaged changed intensities
between the decrypted and plain images. Differential analysis
without hacker attacks can also be evaluated using the index
of information entropy (IE) [21], [44].

The remainder of this article is organized as follows:
Section II describes the methodology, including the SPCM,
quantum-based KG, GRA-based encryptor and decryptor,
and decryption quality evaluation. Section III describes the
experimental setup, experimental tests with the NIH chest
X-ray database, and performance comparison with traditional
cryptographic methods. Section IV concludes the study.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. SINE-POWER CHAOTIC MAP (SPCM)
For random data substitution and permutation in a 1D signal
and a 2D image, we can use the chaotic map to generate a
1D bifurcation and spatiotemporal diagram, as shown in Fig-
ure 1(a), for randomly selecting chaotic sequences on the spe-
cific interval, such as sine-/cosine- power maps, circle maps,
tent maps, and logistic maps [6]–[13]. Its bifurcation points
and chaotic trajectories can be controlled by the appropriate
initial condition and control parameters. However, the above
chaotic maps have simple chaotic behaviors, chaotic trajecto-
ries, and frail chaotic intervals [6]–[13]. Hence, in this study,
we combined the logistic map and sine map to establish a
complex chaotic map, hereafter referred as the SPCM, for
producing a non-periodic chaotic sequence as follows:

cn+1 = sin2(
√
|cn|)+ 2(1− r)|cn|(1− 2|cn|) (1)

where r is a control parameter; c0 is the initial condition,
i.e., c0 ∈ (0, 1); and nc is the sequence length, i.e., n = 0, 1, 2,
3, . . . , nc. The SPCMwith control parameters can produce the
non-periodic chaotic sequence, cn, from r = 0.0 to r = 4.0 on
the specific amplitude [−0.5, +0.5], as shown in Figure 1(a).
Combining the logistic and sine-power map can increase
the difficulty levels against passive attacks (eavesdroppers)
[22]–[23] in a secure communication system. The SPCM has
a positive LE for control parameters, i.e., r ∈ [1.0, 4.0],
as shown in Figure 1(b). The LE has the maximum value in
the control parameter, r = 3.3510, and also shows chaotic

behaviors on the specific amplitude [−0.5, +0.5] with the
control parameters from values 3.3510 to 4.0000, as shown
by the blue dash-line region in Figure 1(a).

With the control parameters, 1 < r <4, and initial
condition, c0 = 0, the estimated values of LE can be used
to observe the adequate interval of control parameters, as

LE t =
1
nc

nc∑
n=1

log(abs(rt − 2rtcn)) (dB) (2)

rt = rt−1 +1r, 1r = 0.0010, t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , nr (3)

where r0 is the initial control parameter (r0 = 1.0000), nr
is the number of control parameters (nr = 3001), and nc
is the number of sequence length (nc = 2.8 × 104). The
blue dash-line region shows the high random sequence in the
specific amplitude and frequency. The maximum estimated
value of the LE = + 1.6383 dB can be used to validate
the chaotic phenomenon and the adequate interval of control
parameter [3.3510, 4.0000], as shown in Figure 1(b).

B. QUANTUM BASED KEY GENERATOR
Quantum cryptography protocol is a technique of secure com-
munication based on quantum mechanical properties [32]
to perform symmetric cryptographic tasks, such as quan-
tum key distribution for infosecurity problems. This protocol
is also called the BB84 protocol (Charles H. Bennett and
Gilles Brassard, 1984) [33]–[34], which is described using
photon polarization states to encode transmission messages,
as shown in Figure 2(a). Any two pairs of conjugate states
can be used for phase-encoded states in optical fiber-based
communication and encoding messages in non-orthogonal
states. The BB84 protocol uses two pairs of states, where each
pair conjugates to the other pairs and two states conjugate
to the other pair. The usual polarization state pairs are the
rectilinear basis of vertical (+90◦) and horizontal (0◦) and the
diagonal basis of +45◦ and −45◦ (as shown in Figure 2(a)).

Any two bases are conjugate to each other, and the rectilin-
ear and diagonal bases can be encoded in binary codes, where
a value of ‘‘1’’ is encoded in the rectilinear basis as a vertical
polarization state (+90◦) and in the diagonal basis as a −45◦

state and a value of ‘‘0’’ is encoded
in a horizontal polarization state (0◦) and in a + 45◦ state,

as shown in Figure 2(a). In a quantum measurement, we can
make an eigenstate with the probability of a qubit having a
value of ‘‘0’’ and the probability of a qubit having a value of
‘‘1’’, as

|8〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉, subject to α2 + β2 = 1 (4)

where α2 is the probability of a qubit having a value of ‘‘0’’
and β2 is the probability of a qubit having a value of ‘‘1.’’ The
measuring qubit can also be transformed into binary values
for quantum secret applications.

In this study, with the Bell state measurements [29], we can
transfer the SPCM’s chaotic pseudorandom numbers, c′n, into
the Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) pair by the entangled
two-qubit states, |0〉 and |1〉 [30], [31], as the
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FIGURE 1. Sine-power chaotic map. (a) 1D bifurcation and spatiotemporal diagram with control parameters between 0.0 and 4.0, (b)
Sine-power-based chaotic trajectories over 2.8 ×104 iteration numbers.

FIGURE 2. Quantum cryptography protocol. (a) Photons sent for the quantum transmission, (b) Bell states with entangled two-qubit states.

general form of Bell state

c′n = mod(floor(255 · |2cn|), 256) (5)

|8〉n = 2−1/2(cn’α2|0〉 + cn’β2|1〉),

subject to α2 + β2 = 1, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , nc (6)

where function floor(•) is the operator to round the value
to the nearest integer number [45]; mod(•) function is the
modulo operation [46]; α2 = β2 = 0.50 in this study; value
of ‘‘1’’ states that the probability of 50% of them are P|↑ , P|↓ ,
P|↖ , or P|↙ ; and the other 50% are P|← , P|→ , P|↗ , or P|↙ ,
such as the Bell states ‘‘2−1/2(cnα2P|→ + cnβ2P|↓ )’’ and
‘‘2−1/2(cnα2P|→+cnβ

2P|↑ )’’ in Figure 2(b). With the control
parameters between 0.0 and 4.0, SPCM can produce chaotic
pseudorandom numbers, as shown in Figure 3(a). The Bell
states can form an orthonormal bases in a two-qubit space
using Equation (6), as shown in State #1 and State #2 in Fig-
ure 3(b). Hence, we can produce the quantum pseudorandom

numbers, Cn, as

Cn = floor(255 |8〉n /max(|8〉n )), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , nc
(7)

where max(|8〉n) = 255. Hence, SPCM and the quantum-
based KG can be implemented as randomly generating the
pseudorandom numbers, as shown in the pseudorandom num-
bers versus the OSNs in Figure 3(b). Hence, the KG can
produce the non-OSNs (non-repeating) to set the cipher codes
for encryption and decryption processes, which are defined as
follows:

• cipher codes for encrypted keys (EKs): OSN = [0, 1,
2, 3, . . . , 255] refers to EK = [C1, C2, C3, . . . , C256],
where EK is a non-OSN,

• cipher codes for decrypted keys (DKs): DK = [C1, C2,
C3, . . . , C256] refers to OSN = [0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 255].
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Two pairs of cipher codes, (OSN, EK) and (DK, OSN), are
used to set the symmetric secret keys for medical image
infosecurity.

C. GREY RELATIONAL ANALYSIS BASED ENCRYPTOR AND
DECRYPTOR
Two pairs of cipher codes can be set for a regular secret
key update by an authenticated sender and an authenti-
cated receiver duration communication authentication, which
are used to train the GRA-based encryptor and decryptor,
as shown in Figure 4. For two GRAs, each one consists of
an input layer, a comparison layer, a RBN, and an output
layer and is used to design an encryptor and a decryptor.
The number of comparators and Gaussian functions (GFs)
are determined by the dimension of the cipher code vector;
thus, 256 nodes are set in the RBN. Each GRA is a nonlinear
regression model to map the nonlinear relationship between
OSN and EK for image encryption or between DK and OSN
for image decryption, respectively, where EK and DK are
non-OSNs.

Feed two pairs of training data, i.e., (OSN, EK) and (DK,
OSN). These training data are used to establish the RBN
computational network, and GRA uses the similarity mea-
surement between a reference sequence (input data),80, and
the comparative sequences (training data), 8c = [ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3,
. . . , ϕk , . . . , ϕK ], k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , K , which are used to set the
weighted values,W 1, in comparators, comk , and the weighted
values in RBN output connecting network, W 2, respectively,
as [13]

• for image encryption : W 1
= [wk1]T = [k − 1]T (8)

• for image decryption : W I
= [wk1]T = [Ck ]T (9)

where k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , K , K is the number of training data,
and K = 256 in this study. Then, the weighted values,W 2

=

[wkj], j = 1, 2 is set as the RBN output connecting network,
as [13]

• for image encryption : W 2
= [wk1, wk2 ]T = [Ck , 1]T

(10)

• for image decryption : W 2
= [wk1, wk2 ]T = [k − 1, 1]T

(11)

The output of each comparator, comk , is computed by the
Euclidean distance (ED) operation (as shown in Figure 4),
as [35]

ED : EDk = (1dk )2,1dk = (80 − ϕk )/K (12)

Variance : σ 2
=

K∑
k=1

EDk (13)

where the standard deviation, σ , is estimated by ED. Then,
each output of GF is computed by [35]

gk = ξ exp(−
1
2
(
EDk
σ

)2) (14)

Hence, GRA uses Equation (14) to measure the level of
similarity degree with the EDk . Parameter ξ is the recognition

coefficient (RC), ξ ∈ (0, 5), which is used to make the differ-
ence between an input data and K training data more distin-
guishable. The output of GF, gk , is inversely proportional to
EDk , and 0 ≤ gk ≤ ξ . Parameter RC, ξ = 5, is chosen in this
study [35]. For image encryption and decryption applications,
in the output layer, the final output of GRA is

Ym = 255(
K∑
k=1

wk1gk

/
K∑
k=1

wk2gk ), m = 1, 2 (15)

where m = 1 for the encryptor’s output and m = 2 for
the decryptor’s output. The plain image is 801 = [ϕ01,1,1,
ϕ01,1,2, . . . , ϕ01,1,N |ϕ01,2,1, ϕ01,2,2, . . . , ϕ01,2,N | . . . |ϕ01,N ,1,
ϕ01,N ,2, . . . , ϕ01,N ,N ] for the image encryption; the cipher
image is 802 = [ϕ02,1,1, ϕ02,1,2, . . . , ϕ02,1,N |ϕ02,2,1, ϕ02,2,2,
. . . , ϕ02,2,N | . . . | ϕ02,N ,1, ϕ02,N ,2, . . . , ϕ02,N ,N ] for the image
decryption. 801 and 802 were fed to the encryptor and
decryptor for performing the encryption or decryption tasks,
respectively. Each medical image is an N × N pixel image
(N = 1,024 in this study). Image Y1 = [y1,1,1, y1,1,2,
. . . , y1,1,N | y1,2,1, y1,2,2, . . . , y1,2,N | . . . |y1,N ,1, y1,N ,2, . . . ,
y1,N ,N ] is the encrypted image; Y2 = [y2,1,1, y2,1,2, . . . , y2,1,N |
y2,2,1, y2,2,2, . . . , y2,2,N | . . . |y2,N ,1, y2,N ,2, . . . , y2,N ,N ] is the
decrypted image.

D. EVALUATION OF THE DECRYPTION PERFORMANCE
After obtaining the decrypted image, Y2, the SSIM index
was used to measure the perceived quality between the plain
image, 801, and decrypted image, Y2, with size N × N . The
pixel values of 801 and Y2 are non-negative data. The SSIM
index used the comparison measurements with three terms,
i.e., luminance (L), contrast (C), and structure (S) [40-41]:

L(801,Y2) =
2µ801µY2 + d1
µ2
801
+ µ2

Y2
+ d1

,

C(801,Y2) =
2σ801σY2 + d2
σ 2
801
+ σ 2

Y2
+ d2

, (16)

and

S(801,Y2) =
σ801Y2 + d3
σ801σY2 + d3

d1 = (0.01l)2, d2 = (0.03l)2, and d3 =
1
2
d2

(17)

SSIM (801,Y2) = L(801,Y2)αC(801,Y2)βS(801,Y2)γ

(18)

where µ801 is the local mean value of the plain image 801;
µY2 is the local mean value of the decrypted image Y2; σ801
is the standard deviation of the plain image 801; σY2 is the
standard deviation of the decrypted image Y2; and σ801Y2 is
the cross-covariance of images801 and Y2; parameter l is the
dynamic range of the pixel values (l is the maximum value in
an image, that is, 255 for an 8-bit grayscale image); parame-
ters 0.01 and 0.03 are small constant parameters. Thus, d1, d2,
and d3 are also small constants; the values of parameters α,
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FIGURE 3. SPCM and quantum-based non-OSNs. (a) Chaotic pseudorandom numbers, (b) Quantum pseudorandom numbers.

FIGURE 4. Structure of the GRA-based image encryptor and image decryptor.

β, and γ are set to 1 [42]. Hence, we can represent the SSIM
index for recovery quality evaluation, as follows:

SSIM (801,Y2) =
(2µ801µY2 + d1)(2σ801Y2 + d2)

(µ2
801
+ µ2

Y2
+ d1)(σ 2

801
+ σ 2

Y2
+ d2)

,

SSIM (801,Y2) ∈ [0,1], SSIM (801,Y2) ≥ 0.95 (19)

where SSIM ∈ [0, 1]. A value close to 1.00 or greater than
0.95 indicates a structural similarity between plain images
and a decrypted image, whereas a value of 0.00 indicates
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the absence of structural similarity, satisfying (1) symme-
try: SSIM(801, Y2) = SSIM(Y2, 801); (2) boundedness:
SSIM(801, Y2) ≤ 1.00; (3) unique maximum: SSIM(801,
Y2) = 1.00, if and only if801 = Y2 [42]. The larger the SSIM
value, the smaller the loss, which means that the proposed
decryptor has a good recovery quality without noise interfer-
ences nor any active attack, whereas SSIM(801, Y2) ≥ 0.95.
Hence, the SSIM indicates a quantitative index for evaluating
the recovery quality.

E. DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS BETWEEN PLAIN IMAGE AND
DECRYPTED IMAGE WITH/WITHOUT HACKER ATTACKS
1) INFORMATION ENTROPY (IE)
Information entropy (IE) is an index that measures the dis-
tribution of gray values in an image. For an image with 256
(28) gray-scale levels, if the distribution of gray values ismore
uniform, the IE index is greater and approaches 8. This index
is defined as follows [1], [21], [44]:

IE(q) =
Q∑
j=1

P(qj) log2(
1

P(qj)
),

Q∑
j=1

P(qj) = 1 (20)

where Q is the total number of gray scales (Q = 256 in this
study), qj is the jth gray values, and P(qj) is the emergence
probability of qj. For an ideal random level of encrypted
image, the IE index is 8. An effective encryptor will make the
IE index approach 8 for an encrypted image without hacker
attacks. Hence, the uniform distribution of gray values makes
statistical attacks difficult [21], [47].

2) NPCR AND UACI INDEXES
When a hacker attack makes a minor or major change in
encrypted pixels, NPCR and UACI are the indexes used to
measure the performance and efficiency against differen-
tial hacker attacks. These indexes can be defined as fol-
lows [1], [43], [44]:

NPCR =

N∑
x=1

N∑
y=1

D(x, y)

NN
× 100%, (21)

D(x, y) =

{
0, if801(x, y) = Y2(x, y)
1, if801(x, y) 6= Y2(x, y)

(22)

UACI =

N∑
x=1

N∑
y=1
|801(x, y)− Y2(x, y)|

255× NN
× 100% (23)

where N × N is the dimension of an image, x = 1, 2, 3,
. . . , N and y = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N for the height and width of
the image, respectively; 801(x, y) and Y2(x, y) denote the
pixel gray values of a plain and a decrypted image on the
location (x, y), respectively. High values of the NPCR and
UACI indexes indicate that the images have active hacker
attacks.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this study, the chest X-ray images (frontal view image)
were collected from the NIH X-ray database [38], [39].
These images were available through the NIH download
website, which included a freely available annotated med-
ical image database for patient care. The associated chest
X-ray images were accumulated and stored in the hospi-
tal’s PACS. The images were in Portable Network Graph-
ics format. We can apply these X-ray images in clinical
research and efforts in image understanding, digital image
processing, and computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) applica-
tions. Patients with the mined eight disease image labels or
with multi-labels could be used to establish deep/machine
learning for enhancing the precision of CAD and infosecurity
systems. Hence, for the eight pathology classes, as shown
in Figure 5, the 100 frontal view images, which included
20 images for normal condition (Nor) and 80 images related
to lung diseases (pleural effusion (Eff), emphysema (Em),
pneumonia (P), pneumothorax (Pt), inflammation (In), fibro-
sis (F), and mass (M)/nodule (N)), were used to evaluate
and validate the proposed chaotic map and quantum-based
cryptography protocol. Each X-ray image was digitized to
a resolution of 96×96 dots per inch and 24 bits per pixel
(colored image), and each one was a 1,024 ×1,024 pixel
image (1,048,576 pixels), where the row numbers were p =
1, 2, 3, . . . , 1,024, and the column numbers were q = 1,
2, 3, . . . , 1,024. The proposed intelligent symmetric image
cryptography was designed on a tablet PC (Intel R©Xeon R©,
CPU E5-2620, v4, 2.1 GHz and 64 GB of RAM) using MAT-
LAB version 9.0 software (1994–2021, The MathWorks,
Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and was also used with a graph-
ics processing unit (NVIDIA Quadro P620, 64-bit Windows
10.0 operating system), which can speed up the encrypted and
DK generations, image encryption and decryption processes,
and recovery quality evaluation, as shown in the flowchart
in Figure 6.

B. PARAMETERS SETTING FOR KEY GENERATOR
Before medical image sharing or transmission, the authorized
persons at the data emitter (Alice) end data receiver (Bob) can
set the cryptography protocol with the symmetric encrypted
and DKs. The proposed SPCM and quantum-based KG
can rapidly produce more random numbers, which were
selected to set the 256 key-space cipher codes for image
encryption and decryption. In the SPCM-based generator,
we can randomly generate the non-periodic sequence data
using the hybrid of 1D sine-power and logistic chaotic map
with the initial condition c0 = 0.0 and control param-
eter r ∈ [3.3510, 4.0000]. As shown in Figure 1(b), the
bifurcation point was at approximately 3.0000, and the
chaotic trajectories were controlled by the control parame-
ters. The LE index indicating the positive maximum value
of 1.6383 dB at point 3.3510 was used to validate the
chaotic behaviors in this specific interval, which could be
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FIGURE 5. Plain frontal view of the X-ray images, encrypted images, and decrypted images for the normal condition and different lung-related
diseases, including fibrosis (F), inflammation (In), pneumonia (P), pleural effusion (Eff), pneumothorax (Pt), and emphysema (Em), and normal
condition (Nor).

FIGURE 6. Flowchart of the chest X-ray image encryption and image decryption processes.

used to select the non-ordered and non-repeated 256 numbers
from the highly random sequence data for setting the cipher
codes. Table 1 shows the comparison results of LE values
between the proposed chaotic map (Logistic map+SPCM)

and traditional chaotic maps. The LE value of the proposed
chaotic map was larger than those of traditional chaotic
maps. Larger LE values correspond to more evident chaotic
behavior [21].
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TABLE 1. Comparison results of LE values between the proposed chaotic map (Logistic map + SPCM) and traditional chaotic maps.

Then, the quantum-based generator can produce the ran-
domnumbers using the terms of Bell states ‘‘2−1/2(cnα2P|→+
cnβ2P|↓ )’’ and ‘‘2−1/2(cnα2P|→ + cnβ2P|↓ )’’, as shown in
Equations (5) to (7). With the source of the chaotic sequence
data (as shown in Figure 3(a)), the quantum-based generator
can rapidly produce the random numbers and increase the
complexity levels and chaotic ranges. Hence, in an electronic
communication, for transmitting medical images, a computer
network or telecommunication system can use the proposed
symmetric cryptography protocol to share/exchange digi-
tal data or messages between the data emitter end data
receiver. As shown in the 10 rounds of cipher codes in Fig-
ure 7, 10 pairs of cipher codes (OSN, ED/DK) can be pro-
duced for a regular symmetric encryption and DK update
duration communication authentication.

C. IMAGE ENCRYPTOR AND DECRYPTOR TRAINING
Authorized persons used the proposed KG to generate the two
pairs of cipher codes: (1) for image encryption, the ordered
sequence, OSN = [0, 1, 2, . . . , 255] referring to the non-
ordered sequence, EK = [ck1, ck2, ck3, . . . , ck256]; (2) for
image decryption,DK= [ck1, ck2, ck3, . . . , ck256] referring to
OSN. For two pairs of cipher codes, we can rapidly establish
an image encryptor and an image decryptor, which both
consisted of 1 input node, 256 comparators, 256 GFs, 2 sum-
mation nodes, and 1 output node. In the RBN, the RC, ξ , was
set as constant value 5, which was used to make the difference
between an input pixel value and an encrypted number and
an encrypted number and a decrypted number more distin-
guishable. The standard deviations of GFs can be estimated
using Equations (12) and (13), which can be self-tuned by
the ED between the input pixel values and 256 cipher codes.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the mean standard deviations of
the image encryptor and image decryptor for different pathol-
ogy classes, which can automatically determine the network
connecting the topology and parameters for image encryp-
tion and decryption processes without iteration computations.
In addition, the image encryptor and image decryptor can
automatically produce new standard deviations without any
optimization method to tune the optimal parameters.

For this adaptive scheme with 100 frontal view X-ray
images, the proposedGRA-based encryptor and decryptor can
encrypt the plain X-ray images (frontal view) and recover the
decrypted images without the active hacker attacks, respec-
tively. For all chest X-ray images, the mean SSIM index
= 1.0000 ≥ 0.9500 was obtained to evaluate the quality
of decrypted medical images for the pathology classes of
lung-related diseases. In addition, the mean PSNR index
= 68.1308 dB ≥ 30.0000dB (peak signal-to-noise ratio [13])
was obtained to evaluate the image recovery quality. A small

loss, represented by a large SSIM index, means that the
proposed decryptor had a good recovery quality without
the active attacker attacks, as shown in Figure 9. Hence,
the decrypted images had higher possibility to be inter-
pretable for diagnostic applications in lung-related diseases.
Each encryption and decryption process took approximately
< 3s CPU execution time. In addition, as shown in Fig-
ures 9(a) and 9(b), the SSIM and PSNR indexes decreases
indicated the medical images with the active attacks, trans-
formation errors, or transmission noises. While the received
image was visually unreco-gnizable, the data receiver could
exclude the received cipher images and again request a new
transmission of the cipher images.

In addition, Figure 10(a) shows the correlation of two
horizontally adjacent pixels in plain images and its encrypted
images for different pathology classes (including P, Eff, F,
and Nor). The average correlation coefficients (CCs) were
0.9158 and 0.006679 (with the linear regression method [48],
[49]), respectively, for different pathology classes, as listed
in Table 2. The averageCCwas very small (close to zero). The
relationships between a plain image and its encrypted image
might be difficult to establish, indicating that the proposed
encryptor could effectively destroy the relativity between
the plain image and the encrypted image against statistical
attacks. We could also obtain the average IE index = 7.5538
(256 gray-scale levels) to measure the randomness distribu-
tion level [21], [47] for validating the effective encryptor
for nine pathology classes, as shown in Table 2. For key
sensitivity analysis, with sight changes in decrypted keys,
as incorrect key = original cipher code +1) [1], we could
use the incorrect decrypted keys to evaluate the sensitivity of
the proposed decryptor in decryption, including P, Eff, F, and
Nor. As displayed in Figure 10(b), with the incorrect keys ,
the decrypted images were different from the plain images,
indicating that the proposed scheme was highly sensitive to
the slightest changes in secret keys.

Table 2 lists the average NPCR and UACI with minor
active hacker attacks. The index NPCR concentrated on pixel
changes in differential attacks, and the index UACI focused
on the average differences between the plain and decrypted
images, which were computed using Equations (21)–(23).
The averages of 71.71% and 20.57% (a larger value is better)
indicate the ability to resist against minor differential attacks.
Equations (21)–(23) were also used to compute the indexes
of NPCR and UACI with the plain and encrypted images.
Hence, the higher average NPCR of 99.45% and average
UACI of 31.92% (larger-the-better) could be obtained from
experimental results to validate whether or not the pixel gray
values of the plain images were completely scrambled by the
proposed encryptor. No relationship was also found between
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FIGURE 7. Ten rounds of cipher codes produced for the symmetric encryption and DK update.

FIGURE 8. Image encryptor and decryptor parameter settings for different pathology classes. (a) Mean standard deviations of
the image encryptor for different pathology classes. (b) Mean standard deviations of the image decryptor for different
pathology classes.

the plain and encrypted images. An average CC of 0.0019
(with the linear regression method [48, 49]) was obtained,
validating that the proposed encryptor could destroy the rela-
tivity effectively. Experimental results of different pathology
classes are shown in Table 3.

D. COMPARISON WITH THE TRADITIONAL METHOD
(GRNN)
In this study, two general regression neural networks (GRNN)
were also used to establish an image encryptor and an image
decryptor, which both consisted of 1 node in the input layer,
256 nodes in the pattern layer, 2 nodes in the summation
layer, and 1 node in the output layer. In the pattern layer,
an optimization method, such as particle swarm optimization

(PSO) search algorithm [13], [18], [50], was used to adjust the
smoothing parameters in the pattern layer using the iteration
computations. The proposed KG was also used to produce a
pair of cipher codes for image encryption and image decryp-
tion. For the two pairs of cipher codes (as shown in Fig-
ure 7), using the iterative computations, the near-optimal
smoothing parameters (0.0019 for the image encryptor and
0.0015 for the image decryptor) could be obtained and be
guaranteed to minimize the mean squared error for reaching
the convergent condition. Through at least 10 experimen-
tal tests, we could suggest to assign the PSO’s parameters,
such as particle population size = 20, convergent condition
≤10−2, and a maximum iteration number= 20 for searching
the optimal parameters. Each iteration computation process
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FIGURE 9. Experimental results for the GRA-based encryptor and decryptor. (a) Mean SSIM index for the image decryption without and with active
hacker attacks. (b) Mean PSNR index for the image decryption without and with active hacker attacks.

TABLE 2. Comparisons of NCPR, UACI, IE and CC indexes with / without active hacker attacks for different pathology classes.

TABLE 3. Comparisons of NCPR, UACI and CC indexes for different pathology classes between plain images and encrypted images.

required <10 iterations and a CPU execution time of <10 s
to achieve the convergent condition. For the same 100 chest
X-ray images, the experimental results for the GRNN-based
encryptor and decryptor are shown in Figure 11. Without
active hacker attacks, the mean SSIM index = 1.0000 and

mean PSNR index = 104.4977 dB were obtained to eval-
uate the quality of decrypted medical images; their values
decayed, which implied serious active hacker attacks.

For a cross-sectional view of 512 × 512 pixel computed
tomography (CT) images in an 8-bit Joint Photographic
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FIGURE 10. Results of correlation analysis and key sensitivity analysis. (a) Correlation analysis for two horizontally adjacent pixels in plain
images and encrypted images, including pneumonia (P), pleural effusion (Eff), fibrosis (F), and normal condition (Nor), (b) Decryption with
correct key and incorrect key for key sensitivity analysis.
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FIGURE 11. Experimental results for the GRNN-based encryptor and decryptor. (a) Mean SSIM index for the image decryption without and with
active hacker attacks. (b) Mean PSNR index for the image decryption without and with active hacker attacks.

FIGURE 12. (a) Plain CT image, encrypted CT image, and decrypted CT image (cross-sectional view) for a novel COVID-19
patient, (b) Correlation analysis for CT image.

Group file format, as shown in Figure 12(a), the proposed
image encryptor and image decryptor could also offer promis-
ing results in CT image encryption and decryption; the SSIM
index (= 1.0000) and PSNR index (= 68.1308 dB) also had
higher critical values to evaluate the image recovery quality,
and Figure 12(b) shows the correlation analysis in a plain CT
image and its encrypted image. The CCs were 0.8994 and
0.0002 in the plain image and its encrypted image, respec-
tively. In addition, no relationship was found between the

plain CT image and its encrypted image. In addition, an IE
index= 7.5353 could be obtained to measure the randomness
level, and its value was very close to 8.0000 for validating the
effective encryptor for CT image encryption against statistical
attacks and eavesdropper [47]. With a minor active attack in
CT image, the NPCR and UACI indexes were 71.65% and
21.38%, indicating that the proposed encryptor and decryp-
tor had a promising ability against active hacker attacks.
In addition, the NPCR and UACI indexes were 96.84%
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and 33.14%, respectively, between the plain and encrypted
images, and the relationship between them was difficult to
establish. Hence, the decrypted image had promising confi-
dences for lung disease diagnosis (novel COVID-19 patient).
Hence, the proposed methods can extend their applications
in ultrasonography / elastography, endoscopy, photoacous-
tic imaging, and magnetic resonance imaging. In addition,
in contrast to the GRNN-based method, the proposed GRA-
based method had a straightforward mathematical scheme
(using Equations (12) to (15)) to process numerical compu-
tations without optimization algorithms and iteration com-
putations, which could reduce the CPU execution time and
computational resources to search the optimal the optimal
parameters and also obtained promising results for medical
image infosecurity in the X-ray images and CT images.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, a GRA-based encryptor and decryptor were
established for application in medical image infosecurity
in a small-scale PACS. The SPCM and quantum-based KG
can increase the chaotic complexity level and produce more
random numbers for setting encrypted and decrypted cipher
codes. Two GRA-based multilayer networks were used to
train the encryptor and decryptor. Through the selected
100 chest X-ray images from the NIH database, with-
out active hacker attacks, a visual uncorrelation occurred
between the plain images and encrypted images; the mean
SSIM = 1.0000 and mean PSNR = 68.1308dB were used
to evaluate the recovery quality between the plain image and
decrypted image. The overall process required a mean CPU
execution time of<3 s to complete the image encryption and
image decryption. In addition, experimental results of secu-
rity analysis revealed that the proposed encryptor and decryp-
tor had promising encryption and decryption performances
using NCPR, UACI, and IE, and the correlation analysis
was sensitive to the secret keys. In contrast to the GRNN-
based encryptor and decryptor, the proposed method does not
require the following: (1) PSO algorithm’s parameter assign-
ment for training an encryptor and a decryptor; (2) network
optimal parameter tuning in training or retraining processes;
(3) PSO algorithm’s parameter and GRNN’s parameter stor-
age; and (4) iteration computations. The statistical method
is used to rapidly estimate the standard deviation of GFs
in the RBN by the current training data without complex-
ity iteration computations. Hence, the proposed method can
speed up the encryption and decryption processes with an
adaptive scheme. Its adaptive scheme has straightforward
mathematical operations and statistical parameter estimation
to perform the retrained operation with feeding new pairs of
cipher codes at each regular encrypted and DK update. The
SPCM and quantum-based KG can also enhance the confi-
dentiality, recoverability, and availability of medical image
infosecurity in the PACS for sharing/ exchanging digital data
among hospitals, medical service organizations, or physi-
cians. The method can also be applied to commonly used
clinical medical images.

ABBREVIATIONS
DICOM Digital Imaging and Communication in

Medicine.
PACS Picture Archiving and Communication Sys-

tem.
LE Lyapunov Exponent.
SPCM Sine Power Chaotic Map.
CPCM Cosine Power Chaotic Map.
KG Key Generator.
CCS Continuous Chaotic System.
DCS Discrete Chaotic System.
OSN Ordered Sequence Numbers.
GRA Gray Relational Analysis.
RBN Radial Bayesian Network.
NIH Nation Institutes of Health.
SSIM Structural Similarity Index Measurement.
NPCR Number of Pixel Changing Rate.
UACI Unified Averaged Changed Intensity.
IE Information Entropy.
EPR Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen.
EK Encrypted Key.
DK Decrypted Key.
GF Gaussian Function.
ED Euclidean Distance.
CAD Computer-Aided Diagnosis.
PSNR Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio.
CC Correlation Coefficient.
GRNN General Regression Neural Networks.
PSO Particle Swarm Optimization.
CT Computed Tomography.
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